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Abstract 

Sunneborn Gudnadottir, A. 2019. De försvunna människorna från Malthi: en kernel density 

analys baserat på mellanhelladisk keramik. 

Sunneborn Gudnadottir, A. 2019. The Missing People of Malthi: a kernel density analysis of 

Middle Helladic ceramics. 

This study aims to identify human interference and tendencies in the Bronze Age settlement of 
Malthi, Greece. It has employed a spatial analysis, a Kernel Density Estimate, to locate areas 
of anthropic interference and evaluate if the initial excavation report, despite its flaws, can be 
used in newer research. The study was able to identify intense Middle Helladic human presence 
on some of the areas of the settlement, mainly the ‘central terrace’, prove that Natan Valmin’s 
excavation report can still be used to gain new knowledge regarding the Bronze Age, and that 
a thorough investigation of the standing architecture needs to be done. 

 

Syftet med den här studien är att identifiera mänsklig närvaro och tendenser på 
bronsåldersboplatsen i Malthi, Grekland. En rumslig analys, en Kernel Density Estimation, har 
använts för att lokalisera områden av mänsklig närvaro och har utvärderat om original 
utgrävningsrapporten, med sina brister, kan användas i ny forskning. Studien kunde identifiera 
intensiv Mellanhelladisk närvaro i några delar av boplatsen, mestadels på ’central terrassen’, 
och kunde visa att Natan Valmins utgrävningsrapport kan användas för att få ny kunskap om 
bronsåldern, och att en ingående studie av de stående arkitektoniska elementen måste göras. 
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1. Introduction 

This study traces the first human settlers at the fortified Bronze Age settlement of Malthi in 
Messenia, Greece. Malthi was first excavated by Natan Valmin between 1927 and 1935. He 
identified human occupation spanning from the mid-fourth to the end of the second millennium 
BCE. However, his interpretation of the architectural and ceramic sequences was heavily 
criticised from the early 1970s and onwards (see section 2.2.2). Parallels to the nearby site of 
Nichoria (see McDonald and Wilkie 1992) indicate that the first settlers arrived no earlier than 
the first quarter of the second millennium BCE, i.e. at an advanced stage of the Middle Helladic 
(henceforth MH) period. Valmin claims the earliest occupation of the site was during the Late 
Neolithic; however, with a single exception (a stone figurine), there are no Late or Final 
Neolithic finds (>3100 BCE), or Early Helladic (3100-2100 BCE) architectural remains as 
originally suggested in the excavation report. 

From 2015 onwards, a new project at Malthi (the Malthi Archaeological Project, led by 
Michael Lindblom and Rebecca Worsham) has evaluated the existing remains and excavated 
selected deposits in order to get a better understanding of the architecture and the chronology 
of the settlement. In a recent publication, Worsham, Lindblom and Zikidi (2018) suggest that 
the fortification was built around 1600 BCE in the Late Helladic (henceforth LH) I period, i.e. 
four to six generations after the first MH settlers arrived at Malthi. They further suggest that the 
whole village was transformed in the building process; most, if not all, of the architecture that 
is visible today is claimed to be of LH I-IIIA1 date. Worsham et al. (2018) emphasise the 
remains from the beginning of the Late Bronze Age at the expense of the earliest traces. There 
is no mention of the MH settlement, nor do they indicate anything regarding it – and, as the 
results of this study will show, there was a MH presence. 

Years BCE 3500 3100 2700 2300 2100 1950 1750 1650 1600 1500 1440 

Period FN EH I EH II EH III MH I MH II MH III LH I LH IIA LH IIB LH IIIA1 

 

This study aims to fill the gap in our knowledge and to trace human presence at Malthi in MH 
II-III (1800-1600 BCE). With Valmin’s interpretation of the architecture in dispute, the only 
datable finds are the ceramic material available. Among the ceramic assemblage, three classes 
are best suited to isolate the MH II-III occupation before the re-modelling and subsequent LH 
I-IIIA1 use: matt painted, dark burnished “Minyan”, and incised utilitarian “Adriatic” pottery. 
The pottery analysis employed is a means to an end; this study aims to isolate the spatial 
distribution of human activities within the excavated area. There are some problems when it 
comes to going from an archaeological context to human activity and discard contexts of 
individual households. This process can be approached by the application of household 
archaeology and formation processes. 

Furthermore, this study fits into the wider perspective of the Malthi Archaeological Project. 
This study will facilitate further investigation of the habitation in Malthi, as well as 
demonstrating the continuing value and unexplored potential of Natan Valmin’s excavations. 
Specifically, it aims to clarify the MH settlement areas and tendencies. To further the Malthi 
Archaeological projects wider goals, this study aims to shed light on the developmental history 
of Malthi during the MH occupation. However, without any architectural remains a conclusive 

Table 1 shows dates of the different time periods. 
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study of the earliest occupation is hard to conduct. Nevertheless, through a thorough re-
evaluation of the ceramics published by Valmin (1938), a critical view of the life-span of the 
settlement envisaged by Valmin, and spatial technologies one can approach spatial organisation 
and basic settlement activities in the area.   
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1.1 Project outline 

Before proceeding to the scope and methods of the present study, it is essential to give an 
overview of the archaeological and historical context. This will allow comprehension of the 
framework within which this research sits and, consequently, the aims, theoretical schema, and 
methodology of the study. 

This study is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 a short historical background of the study 
area, previous research, and critique is presented. In Chapter 3 the theoretical framework is 
presented including household archaeology and formation processes. In Chapter 4 the 
methodology, data set (including ceramics as proxy for anthropogenic presence) and the 
problems and limitations are presented. In Chapter 5 the results will be presented. Chapter 6 
includes the discussion, raising the question of tendencies and implications, including 
environmental and social factors as well as MH cultural dynamics. Chapter 7 concludes the 
study with a summary of findings and potential for future research. 
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2. Background 

 

2.1. Malthi 

Malthi is a fortified settlement (c. 1.12 ha) in northern Messenia, located in the south-
western Peloponnesos, on the northern spur of Ramovouni ridge, and was occupied during the 
Middle and Late Helladic periods (Fig. 1).  

 

Figure 1 Overview of the studied area (courtesy of the Malthi Archaeological Project) 
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The settlement contains roughly 300 rooms, excavated by Natan Valmin during the late 1920s 
and early 1930s (Valmin 1938). The site offers valuable information regarding the social 
organisation in Bronze Age Greece, as it is one of the few fully-excavated sites from this period 
which provides a high level of architectural preservation (Worsham et al. 2018). The settlement 
has an irregular semi-circular shape influenced by the local topography, and the fortification 
wall follows the relief of the hill to obtain the best possible defence structure (Valmin 1938: 
17). 

To be able to fully appreciate the site, an understanding of the settlement and the 
architectural remains is needed. The history of Malthi’s spatial and architectural development 
has not been thoroughly investigated, and thus the formulation of it has remained quite static – 
even though some of the history and development of the settlement is evident, the development 
of the community and organisation is quite complex.  

 

2.1.1. Defining the architectural framework 
Valmin characterises the evolution of architecture at Malthi as starting with the Early Helladic 
(henceforth EH) houses as independent buildings in a settlement that was largely unstructured. 
Only during MH and onwards did the site become highly spatially organised. He claims that 
the architectural remains dates to MH I and MH II, and that they are contemporary with the 
fortification wall and complete re-organisation of the settlement, based on stratigraphic and 
ceramic evidence. The MH I houses were thus built prior to the fortification wall, being 
curvilinear in contrast to the houses contemporary with the fortification wall, which have a 
rectilinear plan (Valmin 1938: 55). This was proven wrong by the Malthi Archaeological 
Project, which dates (and simplifies) the dating to LH I (Worsham et al. 2018). This will be 
presented in more detail below. 

2.2. Previous research 

2.2.1. Natan Valmin 
The first exploration of the Soulima valley started in 1926 by Natan Valmin, but the first 
excavations of Malthi only started in 1927 when some rooms in the settlement were cleared and 
enough finds were found to justify a first hypothesis of the area. When Valmin returned in 1929, 
20 additional rooms in the settlement and on the south-western slope were cleared. In 1933, a 
more systematic study of the site was conducted, including the clearance of the fortification 
wall and one third of the settlement. The last season in Malthi was in the summer of 1936 when 
the rest of the settlement was excavated, and when the work ended Valmin erected a stone wall 
all around the settlement to protect it against cattle and children (Valmin 1928: 1-6), which is 
what is visible today.  

Valmin divided the settlement remains into three occupational periods, EH, MH and LH 
based on the architecture and ceramics. He further divided the settlement into sectors; A-D and 
into three parts: the ‘central terrace’, ‘the stretches’, and ‘the open areas’. He claims that the 
‘central terrace’ was protected by an inner wall, in the shape of an apsidal house which in turn 
was divided into a southern (rooms A1-A29) and a northern part (rooms A30-A63). The 
northern part of the terrace was only inhabited on the western side whilst the southern part was 
fully inhabited. ‘The stretches’ are the houses which follow and connect to the fortification 
wall. The ‘open areas’ are the uninhabited areas with protruding rocks.  Valmin further states 
that the ‘central terrace’ was the dwelling of the ruler, as the houses are larger and more regular, 
comparing them to similar architectural structures at Knossos, Tiryns and Thebes 
(Valmin 1938: 53-54).  
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2.2.1.1 The settlement 
Valmin (1938: 15) states that the earliest settlement is an EH II settlement, consisting of clusters 
of irregular houses, and that the first structured town dates to the MH period. Additionally, he 
claims that the EH settlement is generally buried beneath the MH remains, something evident 
from the supposed MH fortification wall running over them. What Valmin identifies as the 
earliest remaining architecture was founded upon virgin soil, while what he identifies as later 
architecture rested on earth layers which contained finds, indicating that there was a settlement 
before the earliest remaining houses. The earliest found architectural remains belong to the 
claimed EH whilst the earliest finds supposedly date to the Neolithic (Valmin 1938: 15, 23). He 
dates the earliest remains of habitation at Malthi to the EH period solely by pottery from under 
the wall of rooms A2 and D51. Based on the finds from the supposed Neolithic, he further drew 
the conclusion that the acropolis was settled before the date of the earliest architectural remains, 
advancing the possibility that hut-like structures once existed (Valmin 1938: 16-25).  

Valmin divides the earliest period of the settlement into two types of architectural remains, 
rectilinear and curvilinear houses and states that, based on ceramic evidence, the curvilinear 
houses are attributed to the earliest part of the settlement. He further states that the only evidence 
he accepted as proof of EH settlement is a glazed ceramic class. The main type of ceramics 
found in the EH houses are utilitarian, both undecorated and incised. The rectilinear houses are 
attributed to the EH III phase and stood until the supposed re-organization during the MH period 
(Valmin 1938: 26-27). Valmin further claims that the earliest settlement and the MH town 
occupy two different areas of the hill, as some of the houses extend outside the fortification 
wall. He thus draws the conclusion that the earliest settlement extended further than the MH 
settlement – remains that the Malthi Archaeological Project could not find. 

Valmin points out that many of his earlier houses were covered by a destruction layer which 
led him to the conclusion that the MH town was built after the earlier habitation was destroyed. 
However, during the re-excavation of the site by the Malthi Archaeological Project, no 
indicators of a destruction layer (however, see Worsham et al. 2018:13 for possible destruction 
debris in unit 7.11) were found (pers. comm. Michael Lindblom 12.03.2019). Valmin further 
argues that the LH town consisted of restorations of the MH town, with the addition of some 
new houses. The ‘pure’ LH houses are generally located on the south-western side of the 
settlement, and the LH town was concentrated in the west and south-west part of the settlement. 
The highest point of the settlement is in the north-western part of room A1 (280 m asl) and the 
lowest is near the south-western part in room B18 (269 m asl). As can be seen there is a 10 m 
difference in height in the settlement, where the steepest slope is in the south-eastern and south-
western corners (Valmin 1938: 24-25).  

 
 

2.2.2 The critique and how to move forward 
Much of Natan Valmin’s (1938) work has received heavy critique, or has else been largely 
ignored, due particularly to his dating of Malthi and the quality of the final report (see for 
example McDonald and Hope Simpson, 1972; Hope Simpson and Dickinson 1979; McDonald 
and Rapp 1972; McDonald et al. 1975; and Wiersma 2014 for critique). Something that is 
significantly more alarming than the dating of the site is the fact that ten ‘rooms’ which are 
documented on Valmin’s original stone plan have yielded no trace during re-excavation; it 
appears they simply does not exist. There is no space for them to have ever existed, and as such 
the finds from these rooms lack a geographic location. 

However, the critique Valmin’s study received provides a context to further work on the site 
and an opportunity to re-evaluate the initial results and interpretations that were presented. The 
present study thus addresses the need for an explicit reinterpretation of the archaeological data, 
specifically MH ceramics found in domestic contexts, as well as moving beyond the old 
interpretations of Malthi. In doing so, I shall also demonstrate that, however maligned, the 
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initial excavation report can still be fruitfully used in research to gain new knowledge about the 
Bronze Age. 

 

2.2.3 The Malthi Archaeological Project 
Valmin suggests that the fortification wall should be dated to the early MH, but 
the Malthi Archaeological Project was able to clarify the date of the wall, assigning it to the LH 
I period (Worsham et al. 2018).  

The re-exploration of Malthi was undertaken by the Malthi Archaeological Project, 
between 2015 and 2017, with subsequent studies of the finds. The main goal of the 2015 season 
was to study the topography and architecture. As the results indicated several discrepancies, the 
aims of the project became: 

  
“(1) to document changes to the site since the 1930s excavations; (2) to verify the already-

published plans and elevation data using modern measuring equipment and GIS; (3) to 

study indications of phasing and the preserved stretches of the prehistoric fortification 

wall; and (4) to map the modern surrounding wall, constructed by Valmin to “secure the 

excavated parts against undesirable visits of cattle and children” (Worsham et al. 2018: 

9).  

During the second season, the focus lay on the continued documentation of the site and the 
surrounding environment, this was done through trial excavation and photogrammetry. Three 
trial trenches were opened, aiming (1) to establish a more accurate, updated pottery sequence 
for the settlement and (2) to obtain materials for radiocarbon dating in order to establish an 
absolute chronology for the site (Worsham et al. 2018: 9).  
Much of the work was focussed on the fortification wall, as its dating is what Valmin used for 
supporting his supposition that it is contemporary with the total re-organisation of the 
settlement. Worsham et al. (2018) suggest that most of the visible remains are LH I-LH IIA1, 
casting some doubt on the putative MH II-MH III habitation, as they claim there are no certain 
architectural remains preceding the erection of the fortification wall (Worsham et al. 2018).  In 
addition to actual fieldwork, the Malthi Archaeological Project have digitised the site and 
produced a 3D model of the settlement.  
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3. Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework employed in this study is household archaeology and formation 
processes. These two were chosen as they can be used to isolate areas of household activity as 
well as give an understanding of how different processes, human and natural, can distribute 
artefacts. 

3.1. Household archaeology 

‘Household archaeology’ as a concept was coined by Wilk and Rathje (1982) in the early 1980s. 
Since then it has become a subdivision of archaeology. Foster and Parker (2012) define in three 
different ways:  
 

1. As a subdivision of settlement archaeology which specialises in spatial patterning.  
2. As a development of social archaeology which presents a more humanised 

reconstruction of past (domestic) events.  
3. The study of behaviours and relationships within a household.  

  
Household archaeology started to formally develop with the rise of processualism in North 
America; material culture was no longer seen as ‘traits to be listed or categorised’ but rather as 
evidence of human behaviour. During this time archaeology sought to integrate spatial and 
temporal scales within analyses to produce a more holistic view on culture; the comparison and 
variety of materiality between households and hypothesising how internal, as well as external 
processes, could affect domestic groups and their behaviour. However, not only processualism 
has had a large impact on household archaeology but the post-processual school as well, which 
largely focused on social practice, embodied space, entanglement, and gendered spaces (see 
Bourdieu 1977; Hodder 1990; Blanton 1994; Tringham 1994; Hodder 2012; and for details; 
Foster and Parker 2012: 2; Briz i Godino and Madella 2013: 1-2; Renfrew and Bahn 2016: 475-
476, 481).   

Nevertheless, there is a gap between the way settlements are presented in excavation reports 
and in archaeological theoretical work. The most prominent example is the environmentally 
deterministic interpretations used when studying the relationship between a settlement and the 
landscape it is located in. In addition, as there is a lack of critical reviews of the terminology, it 
leaves these areas broadly unstudied (Bruck and Goodman 2012: 1), that is, the various ways 
in which landscape affects settlement has not been examined enough to draw critical 
conclusions regarding the interplay between the actual dynamics of a settlement and the static 
picture the site report presents. In the case of Malthi, Valmin’s (1938) reconstruction says 
nothing of domestic life, but is rather static and cold, where the lives lived cannot be discerned 
and the only thing presented is the physical remains, not their implications. The few attempts 
at more socially-rich interpretation which he gives have been proven wrong.  

The archaeology of household does not just amount to the archaeology of single structures, 
as a household can inhabit more than one structure, but can also be one structure with more than 
one household. Hence, the archaeology of households faces considerable difficulties, especially 
if the only archaeological evidence that remains are the architectural traces. In cases where there 
are no structural remains to be found, or none ever existed, it does not necessarily follow that 
there has not been a household – as a household is a social entity, not only a structure (Allison 
1999: 4-5). As such, there should be a divide between ‘houses’ and ‘households’; houses are 
dynamic extensions of the human and as such have a similar life cycle; birth, ageing, death. 
Whilst households embody the people living in a certain social unit as well as the relationship 
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shared between those groups. These relationships develop and are instantiated through every 
act of human engagement that serves to tie two groups together; for example ritual, kinship or 
economics (Foster and Parker 2012: 4-5).  

Allison (1999) points out that one of the most important things in the relation between the 
material culture produced by a household, and the behaviour of that household, is temporality 
– both in the daily life cycle and the life cycle of the household. As archaeological contexts are 
not systemic (see section 3.2.2 for the difference between archaeological and systemic 
contexts), the material culture is usually the best evidence to investigate the behaviour within 
the households that continue over the course of several generations (Allison 1999: 12; see also 
Blanton 1994; Whitelaw 1999).   

In ‘Building the Bronze Age: Architectural and Social Change on the Greek Mainland 
during Early Helladic III, Middle Helladic and Late Helladic I’, Wiersma presents previous 
research on domestic architecture during the Bronze Age (see Wiersma 2014 for full research 
history). Wiersma (2014) states that the MH architecture of few sites on mainland Greece has 
been published: for example, Lerna (Zerner 1978) and Asine (Nordqvist 1987) as well as some 
contributions of MH architecture on the mainland by Sinos (1971), Dickinsson (1977) and 
Werner (1993). Wiersma argues that the lacuna in our knowledge regarding MH architecture 
and society has been largely attributed to social and economic circumstances and that it is often 
not clear whether the changes were on a local, regional or period wide scale. The explanation 
for the change has often been kin relations, household, descent and kinship. She states that a 
more holistic view is needed to fill this lacuna, and that it can only be reached through a 
systematic study of house plans, auxiliary structures, demarcation of space and property, 
storage capacity, furnishing, associated assemblages, and signs of inter-household co-operation 
and later community (Wiersma 2014: 5). Worsham (2015) discusses EH and MH architecture, 
discontinuous settlement and social organisation in the Peloponnesos in her PhD thesis. She 
states that houses were replaced every other generation or so, that houses were born and later 
died, and in doing so came to represent a ‘claim’ to a place and decent-line, suggesting the 
importance of lineage (Worsham 2015: 4). This cannot be found at Malthi, where the early 
stages of habitation consist of circular free-standing houses typical of late EH and early MH, 
which then evolve to rectangular houses in a more structured pattern (an evolution which can 
be found in the Near East). This ‘re-birth’ of houses should result in a lot of structural remains 
in Malthi, but it cannot be found.  

Voutsaki’s (2010a) work on economy and kinship during MH I-II Asine could not identify 
areas of intensified, specialised craftsmanship; rather, houses had their own storage and 
production. She further states that the duplication of, for example, cooking areas within large 
MH III-LH I houses could indicate that the houses were dwellings for more than one family, in 
part to increase their household economy. In an article discussing kinship and palatial 
economy, Voutsaki (2010b) uses settlement, household and mortuary evidence to suggest that 
kinship was the main social structure during the early MH, which then developed into a societal 
structure based on leadership, where decent was valued, during the late MH.  

Households both live in and produce material culture, as material culture always is 
produced by, and as such is a reflection of, the interplay between different groups and regional 
processes. Hence, it is possible to discern how households exploit or diffuse opportunities for 
social differentiation based on the observed patterns in the archaeological record by tracking 
domestic assemblages – for example patterns of ceramic deposition and the remaining 
architecture of a site (Allison 1999: 5; Foster and Parker 2012: 4). Through this it is possible to 
follow the systemic context to the archaeological and track the present formation processes to 
identify settlement and behavioural tendencies at Malthi.   
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3.2. Formation theory and the processes 

 

3.2.1. Formation theory 
Formation theory, or taphonomy and assemblage formation, developed alongside the 
establishment of the three-age system (Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age) by Tomsen and 
Worsaae in the mid 1800s. However, it did not take off until the 1960s when studies of animal 
bones in early hominin sites started (see e.g. Brain 1967; Isaac 1967). Formation theory has 
remained focussed on processes of discard and abandonment or the processes which delayed 
discard (Lucas 2012: 88; for further discussion see Binford 1979; Deal 1985; Satski and Sutro 
1991; Shott 1996).  

There are some fundamental issues regarding formation theory. The most prominent issue 
is that of breakage in the archaeological record; it is usually attributed to accidents that in turn 
launched the discard process – when it could be a cultural act (Gavin 2012: 99). The material 
world is structured based on the value attached to the objects in a society. The value can be, 
among other things, for example economic, symbolic, or personal, meaning that an object which 
is important to one person or culture might not hold the same value to another. The spatial 
distribution, as well as the temporal fluctuations of deposits found in different contexts, could 
indicate how much a certain object was used, but not necessarily the value assigned to it 
(Whitelaw 1999). 

Formation theory can be used to explain ‘discard behaviour’; that is, why ceramic sherds 
were left were they were. Murrey (1980) shows that such behaviour can be plotted 
systematically based on cultural acts (for example discard, domestic areas and production 
areas) and land use. This in turn can be used to understand the nature and frequency of human 
actions as well as the history of a site, including socio-political organisation, population trends 
and cultural implications.  
 

3.2.2. Formation processes 
A number of processes, both cultural and non-cultural, interfere in the recovery of past 
behaviour through the archaeological record (Shiffer 1972, 1976, 1987). To be able to recover 
the behaviour one first needs to understand the processes and how they act in forming the 
archaeological record. Processes brought on by anthropogenic interference are referred to as 
‘cultural formation processes’; in contrast, processes that alter the anthropogenically modified 
landscape by earth dynamics, vegetation, bioturbation or animal patterns are called ‘natural 
formation processes’ (McKee 2012: 30; Sullivan and Dibble 2014: 6688). The principal cultural 
formation process is discard (McKee 2012: 35); essentially it is the rubbish left by people in 
the past. 

To understand the discard process, one needs to understand the contexts. The systemic 
context is a behavioural system (for example the flow of food, pottery and artefacts through a 
cultural act, and the use in human behaviour) whilst the archaeological context is non-
behavioural (i.e. the context in which they are excavated) (Shiffer 1976: 28; Johnson 2010: 65). 
Items in a systemic context are presently being used and modified by humans whilst items in 
an archaeological context are isolated from cultural processes after being in a systemic context 
and are now only modified by natural formation processes (see fig. 2). As such, discard 
processes are the main way artefacts go from a systemic context to an archaeological context 
(McKee 2012: 36). The archaeological record consists of, not only, things ancient populations 
produced, used and manipulated, but also the abstract or intangible context from which such 
things emerge, what they are associated with and the depositional matrix in which they are 
found.   
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3.3. Household archaeology, formation processes and Malthi 

Whitelaw’s study of house, households and community in the Early Minoan 
settlement Fournou Korifi (2007) employs spatial methods to investigate the two different time 
periods and growth sequences Fournou Korifi is divided into. Whitelaw investigates the 
assemblage association and deposit formation processes based on architectural remains and the 
ceramics found. He raises the question of whether the finds were in situ, and discusses potential 
erosion and its impact on the distribution, the identification of trash heaps, and how a 
fragmentation index can help identify these problems. He points out that spatial patterns are not 
easy to identify and that the identification of these patterns is always aided by the research 
question; however, he acknowledges that we will not always find what we are looking for, as 
the archaeological record is rarely that straightforward. Johansen’s study of site maintenance 
and social organisation at Karnataka (2009) employs a quantitative and distributional analysis 
of surface pottery to investigate the spatial organisation of the social relations in a settlement 
context. The results of Johansen’s study show a variation in the depositional context across the 
different sites of Karnataka. He manages to infer several basic settlement activities from the 
results and identifies places for practices, social relations and organisational structures.  
  

3.3.1. Implementing household archaeology, formation processes and Malthi  
Based on the previous research we can expect, among other things, discard close to the 
settlement areas, traces of specialised production in manufacturing areas, food waste in 
domestic areas and ceramics in habitation areas. However, this picture is complicated by 
secondary formation processes. Secondary cultural formation processes include movement 
through levelling, digging, clearing, and adding. Secondary natural formation processes include 
decay and earth dynamics. Through such processes, the systemic context becomes an 
archaeological context (see fig. 2). Malthi has a long temporal span of habitation, but no actual 
way of accurately dating the remains to specific time periods due to the quality, and nature, of 
the finds and excavation report. In addition, Valmin only focused on the finds inside the 

Figure 2 demonstrates the relationship between the systemic and the archaeological context and what processes 

plays a part in forming the archaeological record. 
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architectural remains, which means that any finds outside the remains will not be studied, saved 
or interpreted in a wider context. Thus, achieving a holistic view of the lives lived during the 
MH period will prove extremely difficult.  

Some archaeological contexts are closer to being systemic, i.e. not far removed from their 
original discard contexts, and original discard contexts are the closest we can get to MH II-III 
households at Malthi. Only through a discussion of possible cultural and natural formation 
processes can we try to get the systemic contexts.  

In regard to the formation processes that could have taken place in Malthi, they could very 
well be natural or cultural; if the ceramics are found to be solely along the fortification wall, it 
could indicate that it is a result of natural formation processes, more specifically erosion and 
earth dynamics. On the other hand, if it has an even spread over the settlement, including the 
highest point of the settlement (which we might otherwise expect to be most affected by 
erosion), one can assume that the distribution can be associated with cultural formation 
processes. But, of course, in reality, both forces are likely accounted for in the archaeological 
record; the question of what kind of formation processes were in play becomes to what 
degree was a process in play.  
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4.  Methods and Data 

4.1. Computer methodologies and spatial technology 

With the loss of innocence (Clarke 1973) came the ‘new archaeology’ which was more 
encouraging of computational methodologies than traditional archaeological approaches. 
Computational methodologies include spatial technologies concerned with the recovery, 
storage and use of spatial data. The most widespread of these technologies are Geographic 
Information Systems (henceforth GIS). Spatial analyses are one of the core analyses of GIS, 
and have a long history of quantitative analysis methods in archaeology.  Spatial analyses were 
developed by geographers during the 1950s and 1960s and then adapted to archaeology during 
the 1970s and 1980s. However, during the post-processual development and the critique of 
mathematical models, spatial analyses fell out of fashion. During recent decades renewed 
interest in spatial analysis as the base of interpreting human behaviour has increased (Wheatley 
and Gillings 2002: 1-7; Conolly and Lake 2006: 149; but see also Baily 
and Gartell 1995; Fothringham et al. 2000; Rogerson 2000; and Haining 2003). 

4.2. Spatial analyses 

Spatial analyses are frequently used within archaeology as a way to represent sites, features and 
artefacts. Two common spatial analyses are cluster analysis and density analysis. The analysis 
of point distribution can be used to interpret, describe and explain spatial characteristics 
observed in the archaeological record. Point distribution is often described by its configuration 
in relation to three states; regular, clustered or random. Realistically, spatial events can rarely 
be so straightforwardly explained. Thus, awareness and contextual sensitivity are required 
regarding the fact that the scale can change, and as such one has to take micro-patterns within 
these spatial phenomena into account, as they often exist within different spatio-temporal scales 
(Hodder and Orton 1976: 31; Bevan and Conolly 2006: 228; Conolly and Lake 2006: 162-3).  

In situations where clustering is evident in the data set, it can be difficult to know the best 
way to define the cluster location and size – in these cases an approach that describes the 
changing intensity of the material can be beneficial. These methods are called density analyses 
and allow for the description and visualisation of the change in frequency of the observed 
phenomena within a given locale (Conolly and Lake 2006: 173-4). A common problem one 
should be aware of when employing a density analysis is the edge effect. The edge effect appears 
when the estimations depend on the neighbourhood or region that surrounds the observed point, 
or a number of points close to a location, for the analysis. In cases like these the analysis will 
not be possible close to the edge— although there are a number of ways to rectify this, the result 
may still be uncertain near the edges of the studied area. Generally, a 10% uncertainty from the 
edge of the interpolation should be assumed; in a data set where the area of interpolation is 
100x100 m only an 80x80 m within the central area should be assumed correct (Wheatley and 
Gillings 2002: 164; Conolly and Lake 2006: 91).  
 

4.2.1. Kernel Density Estimation  
The Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) produces smoother results that are more readily 
interpreted than other, simpler density approaches. Connolly and Lake (2006: 175) define 
kernel density as a 
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“... non-parametric approach in which a two-dimensional probability density function (the 

’kernel’) is placed across the observed data points to create a smooth approximation of its 

distribution from the centre of the point outwards”. 

 
The ‘kernel’ is used to describe a ‘bump’ at each point, these are then added together to produce 
a density estimate. The ‘kernel’ can be made asymmetrical and thus provide a more appropriate 
form, provided that the point distribution cluster in a directional way. However, the KDE can 
be severely affected by the edge effect. Due to a series of assessments made over a grid of the 
entire point pattern, KDE is very useful in detecting ‘hot-spots’ — because of these assessments 
the intensity in a certain area can be simulated and thus the high and lows in the density can be 
detected (Wheatley and Gillings 2002: 166; Kalinic and Krisp 2018: 1; Bonnier et al. 2019: 
73). This is an approach that is suitable for interpreting anthropogenic interference as well as 
other formation processes, and it is the method this study will employ.  
 

4.3 Data set 

The data set used in this study is based on information assembled through a detailed reading of 
the original excavation report (which consists of the finds, area, dating, quantities and depth), 
by Ibrahim Mehdi, at the Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, Uppsala University, 
2017-2018. The spatial data used was collected by the Malthi Archaeological Project; it consists 
of an ortophoto and the original rectified stone plans, GPS-measurements and a number of GIS 
files. The ceramic classes (see below for presentation of the classes) were all chosen as they are 
indicative of the Middle Helladic habitation and is thus the best suitable for this analysis.  

The types of ceramics used in this study are typical MH classes; dark-burnished “Minyan”, 
incised utilitarian “Adriatic”, and matt painted pottery. During the first excavation, Valmin 
recorded some 44000 sherds all over the settlement (see section 4.4.1), but it is unlikely that 
this represents the full assemblage found at the site. Of this total, I use 6575 MH sherds; 2337 
dark-burnished sherds, 2809 incised utilitarian sherds and 1429 matt painted sherds. 
 

 

4.3.1. Middle Helladic Pottery at Malthi 
Within archaeology, ceramics are closely associated with human presence. For whatever reason 
a pot or a sherd has ended up in a certain place, by sedentary or mobile groups, there will always 
be human agency present. The role ceramics play within archaeological discourse should not 
be underestimated; they provide a crucial source of economic, technological and social insight 
to past societies (Ashley 2010). Ceramics often serve as the sole source of archaeological data 
and can be used for everything from identifying sites, to the socio-economical and socio-
cultural situation at an archaeological locale. As Hodder has pointed out (1982; 1989; 2012), 
artefacts are not static nor do they mutely reflect a defined identity but rather they serve as 
active agents in an entangled network of social, political and economic influences. Even though 
MH pottery is fairly conservative, it contains differences between regions and sites – and each 
site can contain local ware, imitations and imports (Voutsaki 2010c: 105).  Based on the 
ceramic corpus found at Nichoria, the only fully excavated and securely dated site in Messenia, 
a ceramic sequence, that is applicable on the Malthi material, during the MH emerged. The 
relevant period in this study is the MH II, the typical shape of the pottery which will be 
presented below. 

Valmin claims in his initial reports (Valmin 1934; Valmin 1935) that the incised ceramics 
found at Malthi were a special ware of Middle Helladic, side by side with the two other types"; 
however, by the time of the final publication (1938) he changed this opinion and states: 
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… it was everywhere in the majority and seemed to be, from the beginning to the end of the 

history of the acropolis, almost of the same quality. During this long period, roughly 

speaking about one thousand five hundred years at least, it seemed to have been made and 

used without being essentially and radically changed or developed... Such a pottery must 

be proof of continuity of populations (Valmin 1938: 240). 

McDonald and Rapp (1972) state that the earlier conclusion Valmin presented was almost 
certainly correct; the incised pottery was a MH phenomenon as indicated from the 
disappearance of the ceramic class at Malthi in the LH period, as suggested by the finding of 
but one fragment at the excavation of the LH settlement at the foot of the Malthi hill 
(Valmin 1938). So, not only does Valmin grossly miss-date the settlement, but also claims that 
a type of ceramic specific to the MH persisted from the Neolithic through to the LH period, and 
was found in the similar quantities throughout that time. Simply put, he claims on the basis of 
pottery attributed to the 450-year MH period, that human presence can be traced for some 
1500 years in Malthi.  
 

4.3.1.1. Dark burnished (“Minyan”) pottery 

 
 
Figure 3 Some examples of dark burnished pottery, drawn in scale 1:3 (courtesy of the Malthi Archaeological 

Project. Drawing by Tina Ross). 

Dark burnished pottery (see Fig. 3 for drawing) is a surface-treated (burnished) class and can 
be either grey, yellow or black. It is the most common MH pottery class, can either be handmade 
or wheel thrown, and can have various colours depending on the firing conditions —  reducing 
conditions result in a grey colour, whilst the yellows and reds result from oxidation. Dark 
burnished pottery is widely distributed over the Aegean and is in no way a local ceramic class 
stemming from Malthi (see Childe 1915; Rutter 1979; Howell 1992).  

During the MH II the most common shape was a large jar with a funnel shaped neck, flaring 
rim with crescent handles or horizontal rolls. The main colour of the dark burnished class were 
reddish-yellow, red, and grey (Howell 1992: 74). The dark burnished pottery was mainly used 
as table ware (Kramer-Hajós 2016: 68). This type can be found in a dining environment, and 
would thus indicate a household milieu.  
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4.3.1.3. Incised utilitarian (“Adriatic”) pottery 

 
Figure 4 Some examples of incised utilitarian pottery, drawn in scale 1:3 (courtesy of the Malthi Archaeological 

Project. Drawing by Tina Ross). 

Incised utilitarian pottery (see Fig. 4 for drawing) is an unburnished, reddish-brown incised 
class. It is a sub-category of cooking-pots, (called ‘Adriatic’ only because of Valmin’s attempt 
to connect the pottery to the Central Mediterranean material found at Malthi). The class is 
commonly decorated with incised ornaments (Howell 1992: 75) and disappears after the MH 
period. The most common shape of the incised utilitarian pottery are deep bowls or jars with 
gently curved sides and everted rims with high-swung strap handles. The rim is generally not 
decorated, whilst the body has incised decoration all over (Howell 1992: 75). Incised utilitarian 
is a type of cooking pottery and indicates cooking and domestic areas. 
 

4.3.1.2. Matt painted pottery 

 
Figure 5 Some examples of matt painted pottery, drawn in scale 1:3 (courtesy of the Malthi Archaeological Project. 

Drawing by Tina Ross). 

Matt painted pottery (see Fig. 5 for drawing) starts as a manganese-based, “dark-on-light”, 
ceramic class during the early MH which then during the later MH evolves to an iron-based 
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paint which gives it a slightly more lustrous finish (Howell 1992: 74). Traditionally the 
appearance of the matt painted ceramics during the MH period was interpreted as a distinct 
break in the ceramic tradition, from the EH III tradition (Buck 1964; Rutter 1986; Hale 
2014). The main shape of the matt painted pottery are large jars, with funnel necks, but jugs 
with spouted pulled spouts and sloping rims as well as bowls with everted rims were also 
common (Howell 1992: 74). Matt painted pottery is a standard domestic ware and is usually 
found in a dining context and would indicate household activities (Immerwahr 1971: 67). 
 

 

4.4. Producing the data set 

The data set was produced by extracting all dark burnished, matt painted and incised utilitarian 
ceramics (see appendix A) from the database. The entries were given geographic locations as 
point data with a given value depending on the number of sherds found in the ‘room’.  

In the instances when the number of sherds was not defined the data is not used (for example 
room B18, Valmin 1938: 13), in the instances where the amount was described as ‘hundreds’ 
the value of 250 is given (e.g. room C16-17, Valmin 1938: 124), when a full ceramic vessel 
was found the value 30 was given (e.g. room C59, see Valmin 1938: 269) see appendix A for 
full table of the used data). If the number of sherds were attributed to several different rooms 
(for example room A10-A14 see Valmin 1938: 38), this problem was solved by dividing the 
number of sherds over the different rooms in question; however, if there were notes about where 
the fragment was found (e.g. room A10-14 which have the note “At the end of the wall 
separating A13 & A14”, see Valmin 1938: 38) the point data was located according to the 
comments.  

The next step was an interpolation of the points, this being done using ESRI ArcMap 10.5. 
There are two types of interpolation, exact and approximate. One characteristic, and difference 
between different types of interpolations, is if it requires the results to pass through the observed 
data points. The two types of interpolations can produce different results; for example, exact 
interpolation requires the result to pass through the observed data points and thus the observed 
value of the samples can be different from the values at the sampled locations. Some procedures 
produce results in which the derivatives are continuous whilst other produce surfaces in which 
the derivatives are discontinuous (Chapman 2006: 33; Conolly and Lake 2006: 91; Wheatley 
and Gillings 2002: 164). As stated above, as a range of spatial interpolation exists, all with 
different characteristics, a method that would address the research question in the best possible 
way was then preformed; namely a KDE analysis.  
 

 
4.4.1. Problems and limitations 
The problems and limitations in this study are mainly based on the quality 
of Valmin’s excavation report. There are not always accurate values, and some instances he 
does not even assign a value. Valmin was only interested in the ceramics that were found inside 
the ‘rooms’, but paid little or no attention to the ceramics found outside the rooms, something 
that was not directly addressed in the 1938 report.  Furthermore, in a dynamic settlement, used 
over a long time and which includes a change in settlement pattern, the whole settlement needs 
to be studied, not only the artefacts found within the visible architectural remains. 

As stated in section 4.4, some sherds were found in multiple rooms, which is a problem 
when preforming a spatial analysis as we do not have data on where the different amounts of 
sherds were found. However, if the data in those categories is excluded based on uncertainties 
one is led to think the number of sherds found is a lot less than the actual number (see above 
for solution, and appendix 1 for table). The edge effect is commonly associated with 
interpolations such as KDE, and will thus give the result an offset towards the edges (see 
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appendix B for possible areas affected by the edge effect). A KDE weights nearby events 
heavier than distant events when estimating the local density, but as the immediate surrounding 
outside the fortification wall has never been excavated it is impossible to know the density 
outside.  

Worsham and Lindblom (re)excavated part of the settlement; and in their trench 7 
(Valmins rooms D43 and D45) they found 2494 sherds, which indicates that not all sherds 
excavated by Valmin were recorded. If this suggest any bias towards the recorded sherds (for 
example higher concentrations of ‘nicer’ pottery) can only be hypothesised about. Dark 
burnished pottery, with distinct surface treatment, and incised decorated pottery might be over 
represented in comparison with undecorated utilitarian ceramics. However, there is no reason 
to believe that it is a problem in this study as the classes chosen are relatively similar and none 
of them is ‘nicer’ than the others. In addition, Valmin never states his excavation protocol or if 
the same protocol was used every season and by all workers.  
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5. Results 

5.1. Spatial distribution of ceramics at Malthi 

Figure 6 KDE spread of all Middle Helladic ceramic classes. 
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Clusters of MH pottery can be identified in the south-west corner, on the ‘central terrace’ 
extending slightly to the north, and a small cluster to the south-east by the fortification wall. As 
there are several clusters all over the settlement, one can rule out distribution solely by a natural 
formation process, as there are not enough concentrations along the fortification wall to indicate 
distribution solely by earth movements.  

The density spread follows the pattern of architectural remains. The areas where the high 
density of, in this case ceramics, were found indicates probable areas of habitation and 
anthropogenic activities during the MH period. The spread of incised ceramics (A) (see fig. 7) 
could indicate possible household areas, as all the ceramic classes are connected to domestic 
activities. The biggest cluster area of the incised ceramics is on the ‘central terrace’, in the 
south-west corner and to the north close to the fortification wall.  

The spread of the matt painted ceramics (B) (see fig. 7) shares roughly the same areas of 
density as the other ceramic classes, just not as intense; it shows some density clusters on the 
‘central terrace’ and in the south-west corner. The spread of the dark burnished ceramics (C) 
(see fig. 7) is more even and has a larger density continuity than the other two classes, most 
likely as it is the most common type of MH ceramic class. The spread of the different ceramic 
classes follows roughly the same pattern, which corresponds to the architectural remains.  

 

The main results of the KDE are:  

1. There is something happening on the ‘central terrace’. Large concentration of 
incised utilitarian and dark burnished pottery can be found all over it. 

2. The high-density areas correlate with the settlement patterns.  
3. The KDE does not indicate a formation process produced solely by natural 

formation processes.  

 

5.2. Spread of ceramics 

 

Figure 7 shows the difference in spread between the three ceramic classes and the amount of sherds found. A = 

dark burnished, B = Incised utilitarian ceramics and C = Matt painted ceramics. 
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5.2.1. Dark burnished pottery 
 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clusters of dark burnished pottery can be identified in the south-western corner, the centre of 
the settlement and to the south-east by the fortification wall (see fig. 8). The spread of ceramics 
follows the pattern of architectural remains, with small exceptions. Compared to the incised 
utilitarian and matt painted pottery, this class has a more even spread. 

 

Figure 8 shows the spread of dark burnished pottery. 
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5.2.2. Incised utilitarian pottery  

 

Figure 9 shows the spread of incised utilitarian pottery. 

Fig. 9 shows the clusters of incised utilitarian pottery. Clusters can be identified in the south-
west corner, a cluster in the centre of the settlement and a slight cluster to the north by the 
fortification wall. The spread of ceramics follows the pattern of architectural remains, and 
compared to dark burnished and the matt painted pottery, this type is not as dense to the east by 
the fortification wall, but rather keeps to the centre of the settlement which could indicate a 
possible cooking area. 
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5.2.3. Matt painted pottery  

 

Figure 10 shows the spread of matt painted pottery. 

Small clusters of matt painted pottery can be identified in the south-west corner, a slight cluster 
in the centre of the settlement and a cluster to the south-east by the fortification wall (see fig. 
10). The spread of ceramics roughly follows the pattern of architectural remains, compared to 
dark burnished and incised utilitarian pottery, this type is not as densely scattered. 
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6. Discussion 

Settlement analyses aim to interrogate cultural and environmental formation processes within 
settlements by building on the static distribution of anthropogenic interference and material 
culture that can be found in the contemporary landscape through excavation. The standard array 
of quantitative methods explore two things; correlations between settlements and other 
environmental or social variables and the degree of relation between new and already existing 
settlements or households (Conolly and Lake 2006: 149). However, analyses of temporal 
relationships can be complicated if the studied events are not properly dated (Lindholm et al. 
2013).  

This study aims to evaluate if Natan Valmin’s original findings can be trusted, and what 
we can learn from his results. The data from Malthi have been analysed using GIS to investigate 
the spatial tendencies and if the original report is of good enough quality to trust, alongside 
what formation processes and MH activities are present. Based on the result of this study, some 
possible explanations for the spatial distribution of ceramics will be presented below. 

6.1. Social structure during the Middle Helladic 

Both Valmin (1938) and Wright (2006) argues that the ‘central terrace’ is where the chief, or 
leader, lived as the houses are larger and more evenly built than the surrounding houses (see 
comparison to pre-historic Knossos and Thebes). It is divided into two parts, the northern and 
the southern. The northern part of the ‘central terrace’ is regularly planned, whilst the finds 
indicate storage and industrial areas. The southern part was better built, which Valmin interprets 
to be another indicator of its belonging to the ruler. Laymen lived in areas such as ‘the stretches’ 
(Valmin 1938: 54). If the ‘central terrace’ was the habitation of the ruler, surely this would be 
a site of much storage, cooking, feasting, and drinking together with vast amounts of ceramics. 
However, any area of social importance would have this material – including communal areas 
in a kin-based society. In addition, as the term ‘chief’ was first linguistically introduced during 
the LH in the Aegean, and as there is a large quantity of MH ceramics found on the ‘central 
terrace’, we can presume Valmin is wrong when he claims it is the dwelling of a leader during 
MH as the MH society was largely kin-based. He is however correct and that usage of the 
‘central terrace’ pre-dates LH. 

Worsham et al. (2018) date the fortification wall to LH I, concurrent with a complete 
reorganisation of the site. However, as stated in section 4.4.1, Worsham et al. over-simplify the 
dating of Malthi. They claim that the re-organisation of the site and erection of the fortification 
wall dates all architecture to LH I. That is something they cannot possibly know. There is still 
a possibility that some of the architectural remains dates to earlier than LH I. This analysis has 
shown that there was a MH presence on the ‘central terrace’ that pre-dates Worsham et al.s 
dating of the architecture. There are three very well-known types of MH pottery numbering in 
the thousands, it is very likely there was some early habitation. Whether there were any 
structures during the MH period that were still in use during the LH is, however, unknown.  

Wright (2006) claims that rectangular buildings during the MH were family houses — he 
bases this on similar structures at Asine and Eutresis, and the LH I succession of houses at 
Tsoungiza, which had a rectangular core structure with a centralised hearth. Wright continues 
by turning his attention to Malthi, and further states that the layout of the settlement plan 
indicates a ‘centripetal principle’ based on the fortification wall, the ‘central terrace’, the 
centralised hearth in room A1 as well as the columns in the open area in front of it. He argues 
that it is material remains of a social behaviour supporting the emergence of a hierarchical 
community, rather than the remnants of a society based on lineage and kinship. Furthermore, 
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he claims that Malthi was a settlement where kinship was the main social structure, but further 
states that as it developed “... one lineage group was ascendant and where its headman and his 
family lived in the main house...” (Wright 2006: 9). Drawing on what Voutsaki (2010d) states, 
the general layout of an early MH settlement consisted of free-standing houses which were 
fairly similar, consisting of two rooms, with only slight differences in size and content. One 
typical example is house 98a in Lerna, which consists of a larger main house and a smaller area 
for domestic activities. Similar, larger houses have also been found in Plasi and Marathon 
(Voutsaki 2010d: 102-107), and perhaps the ’central terrace’ in Malthi during the MH held a 
similar structure.  

Nevertheless, an argument for continuity can be made; no single human cultural 
phenomenon just emerges ex nihilo. Just as Childe (1936) states regarding the Neolithic 
revolution, change does not occur over night but rather develops and spreads over time. In an 
article discussing the development of palace and state, Knappet (2009) argues that the ‘up-
scaling’ from kin-based settlement (i.e. a bottom-up hierarchy where a decision was taken by 
the family and presented to individuals) to hierarchical communities (i.e. where the decision 
was made by a leader and presented down-wards to the families) cannot happen overnight (see 
Fig.11 for illustration). Johnson (1982) agrees with the previous statement and points out that 
the shift from the sequential hierarchy to a bottom-down hierarchy (i.e. the minority makes the 
decision for the majority), might be a sort of phasing transition where the sequential hierarchy 
retains some importance whilst the bottom-down hierarchy gradually supplants it.  
 

Additionally, the hierarchy must have developed from something, likely from the lower 
level of social organisation – and as there were households throughout the Neolithic and the 
Early Bronze Age but no obvious towns or states, so the household is most likely the origin. As 
there was a settlement “centre” in the EH as well as in the LH culture, is it impossible that the 
MH had a similar area? Perhaps, the suggested area on the ‘central terrace’ served as a centre 
in which families could interact in different ways, which – when the settlement developed a 
hierarchy – also served as the resident for the ruling family. 

6.1.1. Society and household 
 

MH society was simple and fairly homogenous. The household economy was largely based on 
animal husbandry and agriculture. Basic activities took place in the household, with evidence 
of craft specialisation to a certain degree. The lack of hierarchy in a settlement has often been 
attributed to the size of the settlement; during the early MH the size was generally smaller than 
that of the previous EH, but as MH progressed the population size in a settlement increased and 
thus developed a hierarchical system. In her article regarding the evolution from a kinship-

Figure 11 A) Top-down hierarchy, i.e. sequential hierarchy B) Bottom-down hierarchy. 
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based society during the MH II to the development of palatial societies during the LH IIIB, 
Voulsaki (2010c) concludes that the organisational principle during MH was based on kinship 
rather than status – but status and leadership can be found in kin relations, and the transition 
towards a society where this replace traditional affinal distributions of power is not a difficult 
one to envisage. 

 

6.1.2. Potential similarities to other Middle Helladic sites  

There are some sites that have potential similarities in the archaeological record.  

During EH, ritualistic assemblages focussed on large hearths have been found all over 
mainland Greece. Caskey states it is a remote, but direct, ancestor to the megaron hearth found 
during the LH period (Caskey 1990: 20). The only similar thing that has been found in the 
archaeological record during MH is evidence of some sort of communal sacrifice ritual on the 
hilltop above Epidauros and on the island of Nisakouli. At both these sites, sherds from the MH 
period was found in a burnt layer together with animal bones, but only at Nisakouli the sherds 
were found in a structure resembling an altar or a hearth. The sherds and bones supposedly 
indicate a communal feast after the sacrifice (Lupack 2010: 263-64). In addition, the pouring 
of libation has been argued to have originated in the MH period, however as the specialised 
vessels had not yet been adapted it cannot be traced in the archaeological record (Hägg 1990: 
184). This is something Whittaker agrees with; and she further states that the jugs and cups that 
are found within grave-context during the MH period supports funerary libations. Thus, the 
earlier Helladic cultic practices can be argued to foreshadow aspects of the later cults (Whittaker 
2001: 357). 

Argument for this kind of communal sacrifice could be made for the area where room A1, 
A7 and A8 in Malthi are located, as there exists a central hearth which would have been the 
defining feature of the room (see Valmin 1938, but also Wright 2006). However, one would 
need to know the amount of bones found in the area and Valmin has only recorded the amount 
of bones as “unknown” with the note “found on hearth”. As fairly little is known about general 
MH settlement culture, this line of inquiry is hard to approach. In addition, it is impossible to 
know if the hearth pre-dates the architecture. 
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6.2. Formation processes 

As can be seen from the analysis, distribution through solely natural formation processes should 
be ruled out. It is not consistent enough to be solely earth movements, as the clusters correlates 
with the architectural remains. The correlation can be a result of surface finds, or actual in situ 
identification. Furthermore, as Malthi had a long temporal tradition it could be that it is just a 
pattern developed over time, as it is impossible to know if the ceramics are, in fact, in situ based 
on the quality of Valmin’s report. 

Valmin states that the mixing of ceramics (in e.g. B5, C41, and C42) is most likely caused 
by natural formation processes (Valmin 1938: 23). As can be seen from the KDE analysis in 

this study there is a 
large cluster in the 
south-west corner, 
which could be 
explain by the fact that 
the south-west and 
south-eastern corner 
have the steepest 
slope, and thus earth 
dynamics should be 
taken into account for 
the distribution of the 
artefacts. The 
apparent correlations 
of ceramics to the later 
architectural remains 
can be attributed to the 
fact that Valmin only 
excavated inside the 
architectural remains. 
Thus, the living areas 
during MH period 
cannot be fully 
discerned. Something 
which probably 
attributes to a 
significant amount of 
the patterning. 

On the other hand, 
the supposed “new” 
LH settlement is 
mainly located in the 
south-west area, as to 
escape from the 
northern wind 
(Valmin 1938: 26) 
which would indicate 
a mix of natural and 

cultural processes and miss-dating of the area. In addition, there are clusters of ceramics on top 
of the ’central terrace’ which endorses the conclusion that cultural formation processes were 
present.  

Figure 12 shows the spread of all Middle Helladic ceramic classes. 
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7. Conclusion 

Three kinds of pottery attributed to the MH period (matt painted, incised utilitarian and dark 
burnished pottery) have been used to investigate MH tendencies and presence on Malthi, 
alongside if Valmin’s original report can be used to gain new information about the Bronze 
Age. 

In Chapter five I have presented different theories regarding the MH settlement at Malthi, 
specifically the ‘central terrace’ as it is the area with the most intense clustering of ceramics. 
Our current dating of the architectural remains has been limited by Worsham et al. (2018) to 
the LH I, where they claim that the re-organisation of the site and erection of the fortification 
wall dates all architecture to LH I. Their conclusion regarding the architecture is logical; the 
LH houses were rectangular and organised whilst the MH houses were free standing apsidal 
houses. However, re-use of previous architecture and building material is common throughout 
human history, if that is the case in Malthi is impossible to know without further study. 
Currently the only secure evidence we have from the MH is the pottery. Worsham et al. argue 
that the whole settlement can be dated based on the dates of the fortification; this can be argued 
for the ‘stretches’, which is connected to the fortification wall. However, they cannot know if 
the same goes for the ‘central terrace’ as they did not excavate it and, as this study has proven, 
there was a strong MH presence on the terrace. If such a large quantity of MH ceramics can be 
found there, why cannot some of the architecture represent re-use or re-building?  

As raised in section 6.1.2, some parallels between the hill-top above Epidauros and on the 
island of Nisakouli, and the ‘central terrace’ on Malthi can be drawn. Intense clustering of MH 
ceramic as well as ashes and animal bones has been found on the ‘central terrace’ in a space 
that later developed to a structure similar to a megaron, which included a big hearth and 
columns. However, it is impossible to know if the context in which the bones were found 
belongs to the MH or the LH period, because of the quality of the excavation report. 

Consequently, I argue that the ‘central terrace’ was indeed a place for socio-cultural and 
socio-political gatherings, just not led by a pre-eminent individual or ruler, but rather by kin-
groups interacting in a public area. However, as previously mentioned, Valmin paid little to no 
attention to the ceramics found outside the architectural remains, hence drawing conclusions 
regarding the spread of ceramics in the open areas in the form of trash heaps or indications of 
common areas, thus, cannot fully be discerned.  I suggest that part of the ‘central terrace’ is an 
area used for communal gatherings during the MH period; however, if there was a structure on 
it, remains unknown. Nonetheless, the relationship and development between kin-based 
societies and the hierarchical society might be difficult to identify; but further studies of the 
socio-cultural dynamics of Malthi might bring us closer to an answer. 

The main conclusion of this study is that it is in fact possible to use Valmin’s material in 
new research, that he was actually correct in that presence on the ‘central terrace’ pre-dates LH, 
and that the Malthi Archaeological Project’s definite statement that all architecture dates to the 
LH should be re-visited. 

Studying Malthi offers a unique opportunity to examine the processes in play in an 
environment where there is a continuous transition from MH to LH. The fortification wall was 
erected during, and perhaps as an implicit part of, the transition from a kin-based society to a 
hierarchical community, and it is possible that the spatial areas within the wall were subdivided 
during this process also. To investigate such possibilities, I would suggest a future study similar 
to the present one, but considering all distinct finds, thus hopefully allowing the mapping of 
different areas in the settlement (such as those pertaining to craft production, cooking and 
dining, and communal gatherings). By mapping typical Mycenaean finds within Malthi, the 
spread of ceramic changes across the settlement over time could be tracked, and by mapping 
valuable finds possibilities regarding a potential living area for a leader can be investigated. In 
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addition, future studies of Malthi might provide an over-arching narrative of the persistence and 
transition of a MH settlement into the early Mycenaean period. In addition, an excavation of 
the open areas, where possible, as well as a re-excavation on the ‘central terrace’ could prove 
fruitful. 
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Appendix A 

Figure 13 Shows the amount of ceramics found in room A1-B22. I.U =Incised utilitarian, M.P 

= Matt painted, D.B=Dark burnished. 
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Figure 14 Shows the amount of ceramics found in room B26-B100. In the order Incised utilitarian, matt painted, 

and dark burnished. 
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Figure 15 Shows the amount of ceramics found in room B101-D49. In the order Incised utilitarian, matt painted, 

and dark burnished. 
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Figure 16 Shows the amount of ceramics found in room D50-D73. In the order Incised utilitarian, matt painted, 

and dark burnished. 
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10. Appendix B 

Appendix B show potential areas of the ‘edge effect’ in Malthi of all Middle Helladic ceramics 
(fig. 17), only dark burnished (fig. 18), only incised utilitarian (fig. 19) and only matt painted 
ceramics (fig. 20). The potential problems the ‘edge effect’ could have in this analysis does not 
affect the main results as the ‘edge effect’ only can be found on the very edges.  
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Figure 17 shows the Middle Helladic ceramic spread with possible areas affected by the edge effect marked out.  
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Figure 18 shows the incised utilitarian ceramics spread with possible areas affected by the edge effect marked 

out. 
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Figure 19  shows the matt painted ceramic spread with possible areas affected by the edge effect marked out. 
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Figure 20 shows the dark burnished ceramics spread with possible areas affected by the edge effect marked out. 
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